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Lecture 6 Guide  

Lecture 6 – Depth Limited Goal Oriented Action Planning 

 
In this Laboratory we will explore the use of a Depth Limited GOAP (Goal Oriented Action 

Planning) algorithm, to consider multiple sequences of actions in order to select the best action 

to perform in a particular game scenario. 

1) Explore the provided scene and the source code 
a) Analyze the other classes inside the DecisionMaking Folder. You will find two main classes, 

the (ForwardModel)/WorldModel and the (GOB)/DepthLimitedGOAPDecisionMaking. 

The latter contains the code for the algorithm that you will need to implement. The 

WorldModel class is already implemented but it is very important for you to understand 

it. It represents the current or a future (simulated) state of the world. The current 

implementation uses a recursive WorldModel structure with dictionaries to store 

properties and goals.  This is not the most efficient approach but allows for more flexibility 

(i.e. easily adding new properties/goals).   

b) Also take a look at the SwordAttack and PickUpChest actions, and the abstract 

WalkToTargetAndExecuteAction inside the FowardModelActions Folder. The abstract 

action contains all the common functionalities to actions that involve moving before 

performing anything. All actions implement two CanExecute methods. The first one is the 

CanExecute that receives the WorldModel as argument. This method is similar to the 

CanExecute() without arguments, but instead of testing the game state to check if the 

action is possible to execute, it will test the received WorldState. The ApplyActionEffects 



assumes that the action was successfully executed in the received WorldModel, and 

therefore adds all predicted changes (in terms of goals and properties) to the 

WorldModel. 

c) Also take a look at the class CurrentStateWorldModel. This class corresponds to a very 

particular case of a WorldModel where the WorldModel is actually the current game state. 

It serves as a kind of wrapper so that the current game state is handled by the GOAP 

algorithm in the same way as a WorldModel. 

 

2) Implement the DepthLimited GOAP Decision Making  
a) Implement the missing method in the DepthLimitedGOAPDecisionMaking class. Use the 

method GenerateChildWorldModel to perform a “copy” of a WorldModel. Use the 

GetNextAction to iterate over all possible actions for a WorldModel, and use the action’s 

ApplyActionEffects to apply the results of an action to a newly generated WorldModel. 

b) In addition to the standard algorithm, you will need to implement a mechanism that limits 

the number of action combinations (basically the number of actions that reach the last 

level) to be processed per frame (something very similar to what you did for the A* 

algorithm). Moreover, you will need to implement additional information that can be used 

for debugging, such as the TotalProcessingTime, the best action sequence (and not just 

the best first action), and the TotalActionCombinationsProcessed. 

You will also need to implement the methods regarding World Models in the 

DivineSmite, ShieldOfFaith and the GetHealthPotion actions used in the Decision 

Making Process. Use the other implemented actions as examples. 

3) Examine resulting behavior and experiment different parametrizations 
a) Try out the resulting behavior and examine if the resulting behavior is according to the 

behavior you were expecting. Notice that you have two flags in the controller to define 

how difficult life is to Sir Uthgard. You can start with the enemies sleeping and a non-

stochastic world.  

b) It is easy to realize that very often the character will select objects to go to that are further 

away than other closer alternatives. Discuss with your group why does this happen, and 

try to figure a way how could you partially fix this. 

c) You can experiment changing the defined value for the maximum depth. How many action 

combinations are processed by your algorithm at a maximum depth of 3? Can you roughly 

calculate how many will be at a maximum depth of 4? Experiment with a maximum level 

of 4. Why doesn’t the character move? Discuss with your colleagues possible fixes to the 

problem. 
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